Introduction

The success you achieve with
Content Marketing is greatly
dependent on the Content
Strategy which makes your
leads chase you!

It could be the end of the financial year, your aunt’s birthday or
the day your spouse surprises you with a new puppy. The time of
year does not matter. Any day, every day, creating fresh content
is a high priority on your agenda as an inbound marketer, even if
you do not directly produce the content.
To be sure, this approach is a change from the days when
marketers produced content only when a momentous event, such
as a product launch, necessitated it. Nowadays, marketing
involves a consistent supply of mixed content such as blog posts,
videos, eBooks, online classes and social media Content. If
practised correctly, this strategy pays for itself by enhancing a
business’s online presence, driving up its social media content,
increasing its traffic and solidifying lead generation.
Make no mistake, constant innovation can be draining or seem
like too much. Regardless, do not let yourself slack off. A drop in
those Social media posts or videos means a decrease in business
for your company. Even worse, if you try to catch up by throwing
out all sorts of content, you risk attracting customers who are
wrong fits for your business at the expense of attracting those
who are
good matches. This report explains how you can create a
realistic, manageable content plan for your business.
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STEP - 01

GET IN SYNC WITH
YOUR AUDIENCE
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Put Yourself in the Shoes of
Your Target Buyers
Obviously, it is not a good idea to publish content if you
do not know your target base. It’s important that you
think like a buyer.
Consider the following questions when you develop buyer
profiles and personas.

No. 01
Who are your perfect customers and potential customers? Why?

No. 02
What are the problems, biggest worries, needs, wants and interests of
those customers?

No. 03
Where do those customers go for social media? Where on social
media do you reach them?

No. 04
What types of content resonate most with them?
Persona: A narrative of sorts that represents your perfect customers and
takes into Give each type his or her own persona that includes an
exhaustive description with a name, job title or position, information on
the buyer’s company or field, and demographic information.
Dive into your customer base to find out frequent buyers of your
services or products. It’s entirely possible that your research turns up a
few buyer types. Give each type his or her own persona that includes an
exhaustive description with a name, job title or position, information on
the buyer’s company .field, and demographic information.
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Ask three questions:
What are the PROBLEMS your customers are
facing?
What does he/she needs the most?
What information are they searching
for?

When you examine the route that transforms prospects to customers,
you’ll better understand the trials and needs of your target base.
Marketing platforms help inform you which search words bring prospects
to your website, for how long, what they read or watched, and any forms
they submitted. Use that information when you flesh out the details of your
personas.
Going back to the local coffee shop business, “college student Mary”
generally searches for coffee shops that are open late or that never close.
On the site itself, she reads about the shop hours, price offerings, and also
about entertainment options such as which bands play which nights and
when there are poetry slams.
Using that activity, the coffee shop owner can ascertain that the Mary
persona needs a coffee shop with flexible, late hours, affordable prices,
and entertainment options.
Dr. William Davis, the busy professor, generally searches for coffee shops
with short lines and that are very close to campus. On the site itself, he
reads about higher-priced, selective beverages or treats. Using that
activity, the coffee shop owner can ascertain that Dr. Davis has plenty of
disposable income to spend on trying new drinks and food but does not
want to stand in line a long time.

STEP - 02

BUYING CYCLES AND
YOUR CONTENT
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Buying Cycles and Your Content
What are the steps of your buying cycle?
Content is key in every step of inbound marketing, whether it is producing
recognition of your business or helping leads become customers. However,
each step of the buying stage needs its own type or types of content.

Here are the four steps of the buying cycle:

01

02

Awareness:

Education/Research:

Prospects familiarise themselves with
your business or they develop a need
for the product or service you provide.

Prospects, aware of their problem,
look into possible answers, one of
which is your service or product.

03

04

Comparison/Confirmation:

Purchase:

Prospects compare and contrast
possible answers and eliminate
options.

Prospects choose which business
to buy from.

ANALYSIS
THE PATH OF
CUSTOMERS
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TARGET NEW
PROSPECTS
ACCURATELY

Content Map for Buying Channels
With those four stages of the buying cycle, list content types that best
fit each stage. While prospects may use some kinds of content such as
blog posts in all four stages, certain types of content are more useful in
some stages than in others.
In general, this is how a content map for your buying channel should
look.
1. AWARENESS: Social media Content,videos,events and branding
2. EDUCATION/RESEARCH: White papers, eBooks, webinars
3. COMPARISON/CONFIRMATION: Testimonials from customers, video
demos, case or scientific studies
4. PURCHASE: Product specifications and product information, reports from
analysts and experts

Persona: A narrative of sorts that represents your perfect customers and
takes into account demographics, online patterns, and well-founded
guesses about their concerns, histories, and what drives them.
Give each type his or her own persona that includes an exhaustive
description
with a name, job title or position, information on the buyer’s company or
field,
and demographic information.
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STEP - 03

CREATE EDITORIAL
SCHEDULE
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Set up an Editorial Calendar
So you have a buyer persona or two,
and you’ve matched your content types to
each step of that persona’s buying cycle. The
next move is to decide when and where to
share that content. An editorial calendar helps
you do this. It is like a guide, demonstrating
what types of content to produce, what
subjects to cover, the personas to focus on and
a publishing schedule. Here are some steps you
might want to adapt to suit your purposes.
1. Use an online calendar such as a Google calendar or a spreadsheet to
track your editorial strategy. A good goal to shoot for is to always have
planned three months in advance, but such a goal may not always be
realistic.
2. Proceed inside out from your marketing goals to determine your editorial
approach. For example, if a marketing goal is to have X number of new
subscribers to a newsletter during a specific period of time, look at past
marketing campaigns to help figure out how much the content you need to
achieve that goal.
3. Plug exact dates and exact content publishing strategies into the
calendar. For example, you can update the Instagram post every other
business day while aiming for one new Linkedin post a day. You can set the
end of one month as the publication date for an ebook, and set the end of
the next month as the date to publish a demo video. For each date, list the
corresponding content title, its subject area and the target persona.
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4. Establish parameters for each piece of content such as which buying
cycle it best fits, the search engine terms it aligns with and other
marketing goals.
5. Think big from small chunks of content. For instance, suppose you
are a roofer, and a trade association published a white paper on the
best types of roofing materials. Use the next few weeks to devote a fair
number of Content posts focusing on a different aspect or section of
the white paper.
5. Have individual sections for each type of content. Blog posts get their
own section, as do eBooks and so on. This approach helps you track
how often you publish those types of content and that you are
spreading it among appropriate intervals, buying cycle steps and
personas.

enjoying? share your reviews of
this copy and tag @shezanick
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CLAIM YOUR FREE CONTENT
MARKETING BLUEPRINT TO
DOUBLE, TRIPLE, OR EVEN QUADRUPLE
YOUR BUSINESS(WORTH $1000)
If your business is anything like the many we’ve already helped (chances are it
is), there is a lot of low-lying fruit within reach! We’ll show you how to double,
even triple the number of leads and sales you get without spending more on
advertising.
A good content strategy is central to your Content efforts. However, having
good content alone will not get you leads on autopilot.
In order to obtain solid results through the content- you need a strategy for
obtaining clients for your business. These Strategies increase the “authority”
and popularity of your Brand in your audience's eyes and bring results in your
Business.Content is different for every industry and needs a custom approach
to really get the return on your investment required to scale your Content
marketing. We implement rock-solid strategies and systems so it delivers your
business a new source of leads and sales on Autopilot.
Please note this is not a sales call. You will be speaking with one of our highly
experienced digital strategist not a salesman.

Claim your no-obligation free 30-minute strategy session now and get
your $1000 custom Digital Marketing Blueprint, FREE!
WARNING: Before you claim your free session you must understand that this is
only for people serious about setting up their business for long term success.
We'll do the Bunch of the work, but to truly get your sales figures skyrocket we
need your commitment and dedication. If you're not ready for that please don't
waste our time.
But if you're ready to kick your business into overdrive and skyrocket your profits
book your FREE strategy session call now.

CLAIM YOUR FREE 30-MINUTE
STRATEGY SESSION
(Click Here)
-WeCreativeHeads

